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Concerto Mediterraneo, Op. 67
for two guitars and large orchestra

The longing to live in a world in which nature
is respected and its beauty recognised as vital
to human life prompted Carlo Domeniconi to
compose a concerto for two guitars and orchestra.
His experience of witnessing the degradation of
the Mediterranean Sea, its coastal environments
and marine habitats, awakened in him the need
to write music that is above all ‘beautiful and free
from poisons’. Domeniconi is aware that he is
thereby conveying only an apparent solution, a
dream, yet he believes in the reality of desire.
Although he has lived in Berlin for many years,
the composer, who was born in 1947 in Cesena
in Northern Italy, retains a close relationship with
the culture of the Mediterranean. He spent three
years in Turkey and has taught classical guitar at
the conservatory in Istanbul. Many of his works
make reference more or less directly to the
traditions and customs of Mediterranean culture.
The writing of the solo parts for two guitars
is inevitably suggested by the geographical
association with a cultural region where plucked
instruments (guitars, oud, saz, bouzouki) have
a distinctive musical function. Formally, the
work follows the traditional concerto structure
with two faster outer movements.

The Concerto Mediterraneo was premiered
on 27 May 1994 at the Schauspielhaus Berlin
by the Amadeus Guitar Duo. The performance
on this recording is by the Staatskapelle Halle,
conducted by Marc Piollet.

Oyun

for two guitars and string orchestra
In Turkish, Oyun means ‘game’ or ‘dance’. This
concerto for two guitars and string orchestra
consists of four short movements, the first of
which serves as an introduction. The following
three movements correspond to the classical
model of fast–slow–fast, although the final
movement Con fuoco acquires its tempo not
so much through speed as through force. The
slow middle movement is the most ‘Western’ of
the three: here harmony plays a very important
role. The first movement is a true hybrid,
bearing characteristics of both cultures.
Oyun was premiered on 5 June 2001
at Heidelberg Castle by the Amadeus
Guitar Duo together with the Mannheim
Kurpfälzisches Chamber Orchestra, conducted
by Jiří Malát.

Trilogy

Chaconne

Trilogy originated as an improvisation by
the composer, who enjoys an international
reputation as a guitarist. The work demands an
unusual tuning of the six strings of the guitar:
C–G–D–A–B–D (normal tuning: E–A–D–G–
B–E), which gives it a particularly deep, warm
and floating tone. The piece was scored by
the composer only in fragments and demands
from interpreters a great deal of imaginative
improvisation.

Of his Chaconne based on Bach, the composer
writes: ‘Among the many transcriptions for
guitar, the Chaconne from the D minor Partita,
BWV 1004 for solo violin by Johann Sebastian
Bach has a special place. The present piece is
by no means meant to be an alternative. It arose
from the same need as do all my compositions
for guitar: to give this instrument a new work.
“My” Chaconne consists of predominantly
the same rhythms, the same harmonies and
number of variations as Bach’s. It is, so to
speak, the Bach Chaconne with interchanged
notes. This composition fits into no pigeon
hole, and I am certain it will delight some
musicians (first of all Dale Kavanagh, who
witnessed its emergence and strengthened
me in the resolve to write it), but also perhaps
irritate many. In the latter case, I would like to
apologise and ask for their understanding.’

for guitar solo

Toccata in blue
for guitar solo

Toccata in blue is an extremely virtuosic piece,
full of energy, melancholy and pensiveness.
It reflects, according to the composer, the
striking characteristics of the dedicatee, Dale
Kavanagh, and appears to be tailor-made
for her, both technically and musically. The
work, composed in ABA form, begins with an
ascending bass scale, reminiscent of boogiewoogie, an allusion to the North American
roots of the interpreter, while the middle part
also contains motifs of American blues.

for guitar solo

Thomas-Friedrich Kirchhoff
Translation: Jonathan Uhlaner

Fascination of the Guitar: The Amadeus Guitar Duo

Canadian Dale Kavanagh and her German partner Thomas Kirchhoff have recently celebrated
their 25th anniversary as the Amadeus Guitar Duo and are today regarded as one of the
pre-eminent international guitar duos, receiving enthusiastic reviews from critics around the world.
Having enjoyed great success, with more than 80 concerts annually, as an unaccompanied duo,
Kavanagh and Kirchhoff decided to expand their repertoire to include that for guitar and orchestra.
This genre has gained in popularity, thanks in no small part to their efforts, and their recent ‘Spanish
Night’ tour, featuring concertos for one, two and four guitars and orchestra by Joaquín Rodrigo,
covered more than 100 cities.
The Amadeus Guitar Duo has to date performed over 1,300 concerts all over the world, and
are renowned for their exuberant temperament, virtuoso performance, sensitive interpretations
and warm guitar tone. They are regularly invited to perform with the Prague, Mainz and Mannheim
Chamber Orchestras, the Halle Philharmonic State Orchestra, the International Philharmonie, the
Gotha-Suhl Thuringian Philharmonic, the Philharmonia Hungarica, the Capella Cracoviensis, the
Ankara Presidential Orchestra and the South Westphalian Philharmonic.
The Duo has made several recordings and a large number of productions for radio and television
(BBC, ZDF, CBC, WDR, BR, and TRT among others). The two artists’ stirring commitment and
inspired playing style have enabled them to considerably broaden the repertoire for guitar, and
especially for guitar and orchestra. Renowned composers including Harald Genzmer, Gheorghe
Zamfir, Roland Dyens, Jaime Zenamon, Christian Jost, Carlo Domeniconi, Gerald Garcia and
Martin Herchenröder have written orchestral concertos for them, and they have had compositions
for two guitars dedicated to them by composers including Stephen Dodgson, Harald Genzmer,
Jaime Zenamon and Christian Jost.
In 1992 the Duo founded the International Guitar Symposium (IGS) in Iserlohn, Germany, today
regarded as one of the most important festivals of its kind in Europe. The IGS boasts more than 300
participants from more than 50 countries, concerts featuring world-famous stars, masterclasses,
lectures, exhibitions and many other activities. (www.guitarsymposium.com)
Dale Kavanagh and Thomas Kirchhoff are both professors at the Detmold Musikhochschule
(www. hfm-detmold.de) where they have taught the guitar since 2003. They play exclusively on
D’Addario strings.
‘Surely one of the most innovative duos in the world’ Gitarre & Laute, Germany

Kurpfälzisches Kammerorchester

The Kurpfälzische Chamber Orchestra (KKO) was founded in 1952 in Mannheim in the southwest
of Germany. The orchestra follows the tradition of the Hofkapelle of the Mannheim electors which
was famous in the 18th century, even admired by Mozart himself. The KKO is dedicated in particular
to the music of the so-called Mannheimer School: the Mannheim composers of the early classical
period. It is one of the most frequently recorded German orchestras.

Jiří Malát

The conductor Jiří Malát studied under Václav Neumann at the Prague Music Academy. Among
other renowned engagements he was chief conductor of the Kurpfälzische Kammerorchester from
1992 to 2002. He is a sought-after guest conductor by many orchestras and was most recently
principal conductor of the Vogtland Philharmonie Greiz-Reichenbach. Malát can look back on
numerous recordings and has made a special contribution to Czech music and the music of the
18th century.

Staatskapelle Halle

Great conductors such as Arthur Nikisch, Richard Strauss, Felix Weingartner and Kurt Masur
gave enormous distinction to the orchestra of the Central German city of Halle (Saale) which,
in 2006, was merged with the Orchestra of the Opera House to create the Staatskapelle Halle.
Recent successful tours have taken the orchestra to several countries including Chile, Colombia,
South Korea, France and Austria.

Marc Piollet

The conductor Marc Piollet won prominent conducting competitions during his years of study
and became chief conductor at the Staatskapelle Halle and at the Staatstheater Kassel upon
completion of his studies. He was music director of the Vienna Volksoper until 2005 and
subsequently achieved great success as general music director at the Hessisches Staatstheater
Wiesbaden. For several years he has been working closely with the Teatro Real in Madrid.
Rainer Aschemeier

Dale Kavanagh

© Melissa Kavanagh

Canadian-born Dale Kavanagh is one of
the guitar world’s most gifted interpreters.
Between 1986 and 1988 she was a
top prizewinner in Spain’s Segovia
Competition, Italy’s Gargnano Competition,
Switzerland’s
Neuchatel
Competition
and
first and special prizewinner in
Finland’s Scandinavian International Guitar
Competition. She received her bachelor of
music degree from Dalhousie University in
Canada, and later completed her graduate
studies with the Solisten Diplom at the Musik
Akademie der Stadt Basel, Switzerland,
under the guidance of Oscar Ghiglia.
She performs internationally as a soloist and
in the Amadeus Guitar Duo with German
guitarist Thomas Kirchhoff and has given
recitals in more than 70 countries. She is a
regular recitalist and teacher in guitar and
music festivals in Canada, Turkey, Poland,
Germany, Holland, Sweden, Hungary, England, Argentina, Mexico, China and the United States,
and has given nearly 2000 concerts around the world. Many composers have written works for Dale
Kavanagh including Carlo Domeniconi, Roland Dyens, Jaime M. Zenamon, Stephen Dodgson,
Stephen Funk-Pearson, Bruce Shavers, Christian Jost and Harald Genzmer. She has taught at
the Musikhochschule in Detmold, Germany since 1999 and was an exclusive artist with Hänssler
Classic from 1999 to 2013. Since then she has been an exclusive artist with the Naxos Group.
This recording is dedicated to Carlo Domeniconi.

Carlo Domeniconi retains a close relationship with the culture of the Mediterranean whose traditions
and customs permeate the Concerto Mediterraneo, Op. 67 in which the two guitars evoke North
African and Middle Eastern plucked instruments such as the oud and the saz. Domeniconi’s prestige
as an internationally esteemed guitarist informs Oyun, a vivacious and true hybrid of Turkish and
Western influences, while Trilogy demands both unusual tuning and imaginative improvisation from
the performer. Full of virtuosity, energy and pensive melancholy, Toccata in blue embodies allusions
to boogie-woogie and the blues.
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for two guitars and
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I. Allegro moderato
II. Andante cantabile
III. Allegro

Oyun (1999) **
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for two guitars and
string orchestra
I. Prologo
II. Molto energico
III. Lento
IV. Con fuoco
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Trilogy (1998) ***
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for guitar solo
I. Calata
II. Intonazione
III. Ragtime
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Toccata in blue (1997) ***
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for guitar solo
for guitar solo
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* dedicated to the Amadeus Guitar Duo
** arranged for the Amadeus Guitar Duo
*** dedicated to Dale Kavanagh
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